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P186:1-64 - Outstanding Seniors; b/w and color prints

1982-1983
1  Aase, Mark; Economics and Political Science
2  Banks, Carolyn; Psychology
3  Botta, Robert; History
4  Cooke, Margaret; American Studies
5  Dosari, Mohammed; English
6  Rosegold, Allison; Sociology
7  Ruminski, Carolyn; Liberal Studies
8  Stillwell, Martha; Journalism
9  Zur, Jenny; Art

1983-1984
10  Copeland, Vergena; English
11  Heiser, Scott; Economics
12  Kipp, Tom; Political Science
13  Kram, Lisa; Anthropology
14  Madar, Wendy; Technical Journalism
15  Schaepe, Dina; History
16  Smith, Deilla ("Kim"); American Studies

1984-1985
17  Anderson, Barbara; Art
18  Bowersox, Joe; Foreign Languages and Political Science
19  Burns, Megan; Speech
20  Butler, Marcia; Psychology
21  Fraser, Sarah; Political Science
22  Mast, Marcia; Sociology
23  Neuffer, Kimberly; Journalism
24  Stiger, Donald; Economics

1985-1986
25  Charbonneau, Dwaine; English
26  Dochow, Philip; Anthropology
27  Klune, Mark; English
28  Moore, Shelee; English
29  Scovill, Nelia Beth; Religious Studies
30  Vergun, Shannon; Broadcast Media Communications
31  Vogel, Betty; Anthropology
32  Wooden, Maridith; Psychology
1986-1987
33 Branan, Myrna; Journalism
34 Dean, Janice; Liberal Studies
35 Gilbert, Anne; English
36 Guilar, Elizabeth; Spanish
37 Hardin, Holly; English
38 Harrison, Martha Colleen (“Colette”); French and History
39 Hooley, Christian; History
40 Ingram, Derrick; Political Science
41 Prosser, Donna; Art
42 Richey, Lorraine; Art

1987-1988
43 Burk, Barbara; Philosophy
44 Fiandaca, Linda; Speech Communication
45 Forrest, Dodie; English
46 Fout, Amber; Sociology
47 Gilbert, Scott; Theatre
48 Lautenschlager, Sharon; Art
49 Roe, Elisabeth; Speech Communication
50 Wilcox, Mark; Speech Communication
51 Wolf, Kenneth; Psychology

1989-1990
52 O'Keefe, Maureen; Economics and Business (Finance Management)
53 Reed, Randall George; German & Mechanical Engineering
54 Welp, Melissa; Psychology
55 Wentworth, John; Political Science
56 Williams, Jeannette; Speech Communication
57 Williams-Homer, Cynthia; French
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1990-1991
58    Bricker, Sharon; Liberal Studies, Pre-Education  
59    Crisp, Nancy; Economics  
60    Curtis, Ken; Anthropology  
61    Knee; Clifford ("Chip"); Psychology  
62    Mulder, Marcia; English  
63    Omar, Mariani; Speech Communication  
64    Vogt, Debra Ann; Philosophy

(Oversize Cabinet - Drawer 7)

65-66  Ava Helen Pauling; 17x25 in. b/w prints mounted on Fom-Core.
   65    Speaking at a rally.  
   66    Portrait.

(16x20 Oversize Box at 2/2/1/c)

67-90  College of Liberal Arts (CLA) department facilities in several buildings on campus, ca. 1989.  Photos were prepared for a budget presentation to President Byrne showing the poor conditions of many CLA facilities.  Photographic project probably headed by Fred Zwahlen, who may have taken the photographs.  11x14 b/w prints mounted on 16x20 matte boards.

   67    Anthropology Department facilities in Waldo Hall; archeological sample storage on stairway from Waldo to Snell Hall.

   68-77  Art Department facilities in Industrial Building.
   69    Pottery wheels.  
   71-73  Darkroom.  
   74    Pottery kilns.  
   76-77  Darkroom.

   78-79  Economics Department facilities in Ballard Extension Hall, specifically stairway.

   80-81  Foreign Languages Department facilities in Kidder Hall.
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82-85 Journalism Department facilities in Strand Agriculture Hall. Darkroom.


(P shelves)


93 Governor Victor Atiyeh with Bill Wilkins (left), Dean of College of Liberal Arts, and Bill Honey (middle), Director of the Oregon Heritage Festival in the Governor's Office, 1985. Atiyeh is signing a statement announcing the beginning of the Oregon Heritage Festival and proclaiming Oregon Heritage Month; color print. [See College of Liberal Arts Records (RG 143) for original framed statement.]